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The article, Exhibition Review: The Cutting Edge: Fashion from Japan, by Alison Gwilt 

was an over view of the exhibition at The Powerhouse Museum in Sydney Australia that was 

hosting the Japanese fashion revolution in collaboration with the Kyoto Costume Institute (KCI) 

a private funded costume museum in Japan. The Powerhouse Museum exhibition was 

introducing a ready-to-wear collection that displayed oversized, unstructured, layered, draped 

and asymmetrical garments. The clothing was considered to be “shocking”, challenging and 

difficult to wear. The designs where introduced by designers Issey Miyake, Yohji Yamamoto 

and designer Rei Kawakubo.  

The exhibit was divided into four themes, ‘Textiles: Traditional and Innovation’ this 

represented the traditional techniques of weaving, dyeing and fabric manipulation, along with 

some traditional skills. ‘Major Designers’: focused on the three leaders of Japanese fashion, 

Issey Miyake, Rei Kawakubo, and Yohji Yamamoto, presenting their own in interpretation of the 

relationship between body and fabric. ‘New Generation’: presented a diverse collection of 

creative emerging new Japanese fashion designers. The final theme was the ‘Neo-Japonism: The 

View from Japan’, this theme exhibit Japan’s historical and contemporary influences on western 

fashion. Which included designers such as Channel, Vionnet, and Poiret, in which artist 

incorporated oriental motifs fabrics and other types of forms into their fashion range. 

(Kawamura2004). The exhibit highlighted many Japanese classic avant-garde fashion pieces, 

Yamamoto’s “felt dress”, Kawakubo’s “body meets dress – dress meets body”, and Miyake’s 

“APOC system”, and “minaret dress”.     



 The designer that I was influenced by was the designer Jum 

Nakao is a Brazilian designer who is the grandson of Japanese 

immigrants. He studied at Textile Industrial Coordination. In 1988 

Jum took a fine art course at FAAP-Faculdade Armando Alvares 

Penteado. Jum took courses in electronics then changed it to 

designed because he got connect people to the world. In 2005 Jum 

spent 700hours and a ton of paper in creating his paper fashion 

designs for San Pablo’s Fashion Week that was then torn on 

the catwalk.  The thing that inspired me about the designer 

Jum Nakao was the use of his puffy sleeves and the use of 

volume on his skirts. As well as the detail he would use to 

make the paper look like lace and how he would create all of 

his designs with the use of paper. The way I plan to use his 

process is in trying to achieve that same volume on the skirt 

as well as having a similar volume on the shoulders in 

creating a big bow.       

  

 


